REMINGTON

COVER PLATES:

COVER PLATES

Remington Portable No. 5

Deluxe.
1. Cover Plates may be removed and replaced a!':
follows:
A. Type Bar Cover (Cowl) :
( 1 ) Remove two ( 2) front screws, accessibli>
through Keylevers 9 and 0 and 3 and 4.
( 2) Remove two ( 2) Rear Binding Screws, acces~
sible by moving Carriage to left and right.
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(3) Remove Cowl (Type Bar Cover) by draw·
ing forward slightly to disengage Touch Pressure
Lever, up and out.

B. Frame Cover

Plat~:

( 1) Remove two (2) Rear Binding Screws.
(2) Remove two (2) Side Binding Screws (one:
on each side).
(3) Spring Cover Plate rear arms outward and
draw Cover Plate forward.
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l\;IAIN CARRIAGE:
Portable

Remington No. S Deluxe:

ll

The Carriage rides between two formed steel
r ils on front and rear roller retainers equipped
~ith Pinions which are enmesh in teeth perforations
.\.fonstituting racks) in the Carriage Bedplate and
t~e front and rear Carriage Rails. With Carriage
centered on the machine frame the Roller Retainer
P~nions (front and rear) are centered between the
e~ds of the rails.
2 ~ ADJUSTMENTS.
~ents, with Drawband

Before attempting adjustdisconnected from under
right end of Carriage (to prevent Main Sprinq
Drum Bearing or Spring trouble from being reflected by the Carriage) determine that Carriage
is free in its rails with sPug fit and th-at Roller
R,etainer Pinions are posi· oned properly in teeth
J>frforations of the Bedpl te and front and rear
Carriage Rails. Pits in rails will be indicated by a
b1 mp which will be felt in moving the Carriage.
A. Rear Carriage Rail is adjustable. Rail Adj sting (Binding) Screws are positioned in slots in
tf e Arms of the Rear Rail and may be moved in or
o t for carriage fitting to eliminate looseness or
b nding.

(3) Roller Retainer Pinions must enter teeth perforations of the Bedplate and Carriage Rails centrally. If deformed, the <teeth may be straightened.

3.

TO REMOVE CARRIAGE:

A. Relax all tension on Mainspring (See Mainspring a nd Dra wband).
B. Disconnect Drawband from under right carriage end.

C. Loosen four (4) Rear Rail Adjusting (Binding) Screws. It may be necessary to temporarily
remove Line . Lock Lever Pivot a nd Carriage Stop
Bracket Arm Pivot Screws in order to swin·g the
Line Lock Lever around to make the second screw
(from the right) accessible for turning unless a
Dutch (offset) Screwdriver is available.
D. Moving the Carriage to the extreme right,
with Screwdriver inserted between rear rails, push
the Retainer Frame Rear out to the right as the
Carriage is drawn slowly to the left, until Retainer
Frame is clear of Carriage Rails. Carriage may be
moved out to the left.

4.

TO REPLACE CARRIAGE:

A. With Rear Carriage Rail loose on its Adjusting Screws, return Carriage to its position between
the rails.

( 1) To eliminate bind: Move Carriage to point
bind. Loosen Carriage Rail Adjusting (Binding)
Screw or Screws at point of bind. Retighten. If
tllis adjustment does not eliminate the bind it may be
necessary to hold rear Carriage Rail out (away)
from the Carriage Bedplate at point of bind to provide additional clearance while tightening Carriage
R 1:til Screw or Screws.

from the right, moving the Carriage to the left as
the Retainer Frames are pushed in this direction
also. Position the Retainer Frames until both are
centrally located ( equi-distant from each end of the
Carriage Rails}.

I(2) Pits or burrs in Carriage or Bedplate Rails
mlust be removed (by stoning) to eliminate jolt in
C rriage. If the Rails or Bedplate have been dama ed it may be necessary to replace with new in
o der to provide a free properly fitted C arriage in
it rails.

Position the Rear Carriage Rail into snug fit,
without binding. Tighten four Rear Rail Adjusting
(Binding) Screws. After adjusting, test Carriage
for freeness in movement to both extreme ends with
wobble eliminated. Replace Drawba nd. Wind up
tension in Main Spring.

o~

B.

With Carriage to extreme right, enter the Re-

tainer Frames (front and rear) between the rails

REMINGTON

MAIN SPRING AND DIAWBAND
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MAINSPRING AND DRAWBAND: Remington
No. 5
1. The Mainspring, providing the tension for
the movement of the Carriage to the left, is housed
in the Mainspring Drum, bearing on the Spring
Drum Bracket.
.

2. ADJUSTMENTS: The Carriage should be
properly fitted in its rails, without bind or surplus
play and must be free of obstruction to travel the
length of its rails.
A . Mainspring Tension:
The Mainspring
should provide sufficient tension to move Carriage
to extreme left end of its rails.
( 1) To increase tension, place screwdriver blade
in slot of Spring Drum Stud Nut and turn Nut clock~
wise.
(2) To decrease tension, work Ratchet Pawl in
and out.

3.

DISASSEMBLY:
A.

Mainspring Drum Assembly:

( 1) Disconnect Drawcord from under right end
of Carriage, hooking it on Carriage Bedplate or per~
mitting it to wind up on the Drum slowly. All ten~
sion of the Mainspring may be relaxed by working
Ratchet Pawl in and out.
(2) Remove Spring Drum Stud Nut.
( 3) Assembly may be removed (as indicated in
drawing) .

B. Mainspring: The outer end of Mainspring
is hooked on the formed hook on •t he inside of the
outer edge of the drum while the inside end of the
spring is hooked on the Drum Cover Hub Stud.
( I ) Pry the Drum Cover off the Drum.
(2) Mainspring may be removed from the Drum.
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MOTION AND SHIFT MECHANISM

MOTION AND SHIFT MECHANISM:
I ton No. 5

Reming~

11. The Remington No. 5 Deluxe Portable is of
~arriage Shift type mec~anism. As the Shift Key
is depressed the protrusion of the Shift Keylever
9ontacts the Center Shift Rock Shaft Arm Roller
~oving the Shaft Arm downward. Rearward rocking action of the Center Shift Rock Shaft moves the
<]:arriage Controlling Link and the Carriage rear\fard and slightly upward until contact of the Shift
Frame Lug with the "On-Feet" Adjusting Stop arrbsts the movement, stopping the Carriage and Plate! in upper case (capital) position.
2 • ADJUSTMENTS: Before attempting adjust1
Iljlents
it should be determined that the Shift Rock
~~Shaft is free on its pivots. right and left, which are
djustable, after loosening Set Screws to provide a
s ug free fit without undue end shake and without
binding; that the Center Shift Rock Shaft Pivots
hear free in side frame of machine; that Carriage
CTontrolling Link Pivot to Center Shift Rock Shaft
i1 not binding and that all pivots are free without
~ndue end shake; Shift Levers are free in front
~o
. mb and on their fulcrums and that Shift Balance
;::;prings are properly connected and do not exert too
1uch c<?unter balan~e t~nsion to ov_ercome weight
of Carriage preventing it from seating on Motion
1dj. Stops uniformly with carriage in lower case
position.

A.

On~Feet

Adjustment:

( 1) Determine that Platen is of proper size, diamefer of 1.125". If Platen has been ground down
Il1ore than .010" it should be replaced.
(2) On-Feet position is determined by use of
Cfipital letters, which, because of their large size
nrake? possible. a mor~ accurate examination of impfiessrons. With Shift Key depressed, strike off
c pital letters H N KM 0 struck lightly on extreme
r g.ht an~ left en.ds of Platen. Determine if full and
ur1form imp~ession ?f the ch~racters is obtained on
br,th sets of impressions. If impressions on left end
o~ Pl~ten are full, uniform and complete, while those
right end of Platen are light on tops or bottoms,
tljie Platen needs Parallel Adjustment. (Refer to
~ing and Cylinder, Par. 2A for adjustment).

or

~

( 3) If it is impossible to secure full uniform imession on either end of Platen, both sets of charac. rs being light on tops. after determining that Shift
rame Lugs (right and left) are contacting On-Feet
.f\dj. Stops and that there is nothing retarding movement of Carriage, it .is evident that the Carriage

limits too far forward. Loosen On-Feet Adj.
Stop Binding Screws. left and right, and uniformly
turn "On-Feet" Adj. Stop Eccentrics, to move the
Carriage slightly rearward. If light on bottoms,
turn On-Feet Adj. Stop Eccentrics to move the Carriage forward. Tighten Binding Screws and Eccentric Screws when adjustment has been made. Test
for uniformity of left and right hand Stops by inserting narrow strips of tissue paper between Shift
Frame Lug and On-Feet Stops, determining by friction pull that both Stops are set uniformly with Shift
Key depressed and Shift Lock depressed and locked.
( 4) If unable to secure full uniform impression
with eccentrics in maximum forward or rearward
position (whichever is necessary) the entire Platen
and Carriage Assembly may be moved forward on 3
horizontal plane by loosening Shift Frame Mounting
Screws (on both ends of Carriage) and move Carriage Assembly rearward or forward uniformly on
both ends until properly positioned. Tighten Mounting Screws and make On-Feet, Motion and Platen
Parallel Test and adjustment, if necessary.
B. Motion Adjustment: With the On-Feet Adjustment correctly made as outlined above. test the
lower case (small letters) for alignment with Capital Letters by alternately striking HhHh. If lower
case (small letters) are out of alignment with capital letters, loosen Motion Adj. Stop Binding
Screws, right and left, and uniformly adjust (position eccentrics) until small letters are in alignment.
Tighten Binding Screws when adjustment is made.
Test for uniform adjustment of right and left Motion
Stops by inserting narrow strips of tissue paper between Shift Frame Lug and Motion Stops, right and
left. determining by friction pull that stops are uniformly set.

C. Shift Lock Latch: With "On-Feet" and "Motion" adjustments properly made, adjust Shift Lock
Latch Plate, by loosening Set Screw and i;aising or
lowering Latch so that with Shift Key depressed or
Shift Lock Key lock depressed, capitals and small
letters will be in alignment and by depression of
Shift Key, latch will unlock easily.
D. Shift Balance Springs: The Shift Balance
Spring should provide uniform tension (which
counter~balances partially the weight of the Carriage) in order to provide easy but responsive touch
and action.
E. Shift Rock Shaft Pivots (right and left) should
be adjusted, after loosening Set Screws, to provide
snug but free fit. of the Shaft without binding but
with end shake reduced to a minimum. Tighten Set
Screws, right and left, after adjusting.

MOTION AND SHIFT MECHANISM

REMINGTON
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PLATEN: Remington Portable.
1. Remington Portable Model No. 5 Deluxe, utilizes a platen with a diameter of 1.125".

2. To Remove: Left Hand Platen Knob is screwed
onto left platen end with L.H. Threading. Turn
Platen Knob clockwise (while holding platen solidly) to unscrew from Platen Shaft end.
Loosen R.H. Platen Set Screw.

Draw Platen Rod out to the right with R.H.
Platen Knob. Check between right end of Platen
and Carriage hub to determine whether a washer is
located there to take up end shake in the Platen.
If so, do not lose it.
Move Platen to right, up and out.
To Replace: Reverse above instructions.
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VARIABLE

VARIABLE: REMINGTON Portable No. 5 Deluxe and Remington Noiseless Portable.
1, In normal position, the Platen is held to the
movement of the Ratchet, by engagement of the
teeth on the outer edges of the Cylinder Clutch
J1ws in mesh with the inside Ratchet Teeth through
pressure applied by the Cone to the inner ends of the
Jaws, which pressure is derived from the Spring
positioned beneath the Cone. When the Variable
Push Button is depressed, the Variable Push Button
Rod contacts the lip of the Cone, pushing the Cone
inward sufficiently that the edge of the cone relaxes
its pressure on the Jaws permitting the Jaw teeth to
hbcome disengaged from the inside Ratchet Teeth,
permitting the Platen to be rotated without trans~itting this motion to the Ratchet.

A.

Inspection:

( 1) Test for proper release of Cylinder Clutch
Jaws. by pressing the Variable Push B_utton inward.

(2) Test for slippage by marking (with pencil)
a line drawn horizontally on end of Platen and on
Ratchet Case. Make several revolutions of the
P~aten with the Line Space Lever. Check pencil
marks to determine that they agree. If they agree,
the V a ria ble is holding properly. If they do not
agree, the Variable is Slipping, which may be
caused by insufficient Spring tension on Cone; worn
Clutch Jaw teeth or inside Ratchet teeth; Cylinder
Clutch Jaws improperly positioned or improperly
held by Retainer Sp.ring; or a loose fitting Ratchet
(Spacing Collar of insufficient thickness to take up
sl~ck).

2.

ADJUSTMENTS:

A. Remove Platen. (See Platen). Remove Ratch-1
et Retaining Spring, Spacing Collar, Ratchet, Retainer Spring, Cylinder Clutch Jaws, Cone and
Spring. Inspect inside Ratchet Teeth for wear . Inspect Cylinder Clutch Jaws teeth for wear. Inspect
Spring for tension. If Spring does not have proper
tension, it should be stretched or replaced. If either
Cylinder Clutch Jaws teeth or Inside Ratchet Teeth
are worn, the worn part should be replaced.
B. To Assemble Variable: Stand Platen on
Right end. Place Spring and Cone in position in
Platen end. Place Cylinder Clutch Jaws in position
in slots of platen end, with teeth end of Jaws facing
outward and with slot in Jaws facing upward. Place
Retainer Spring in slots of Jaws. Using a short
Rod (about same diameter as Push Button Rod)
feed it through the Ratchet and placing end of it on
Cone tip, push the cone downward while positioning the Ratchet over the Clutch Jaws onto the Pla ten
Variable End.
The Rod may now be withdrawn, while the Spacing Colla r is placed in position and the Ratchet Retaining Spring is returned to the Platen Variable
End. With the mecha nism assembled and before
reassembling to Carriage, return the Rod to engaging position with the Cone and press inward to determine that Clutch Jaws relax their contact with
the inside ratchet teeth properly, which may be
checked by turning the platen while holding the
Ratchet Stationary. Release Rod pressure. Check
Ratchet for looseness on Platen End. If loose, a
thicker Spacing Collar should be used.

REMINGTON

RING AND CYLINDER
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RING AND CYLINDER: Remington No. 5 Deluxe Portable.
I. As the No. 5 Deluxe Portable does not have a
Segment Abutment Ring, correct position of the
Platen in its relation to the typeface in both upper
and lower case is governed by the "On-Feet" adjustment covered in Motion and Shift Mechanism Section. The instructions covered herein will govern
Parallel of Platen only.

2. Adjustments: With Shift Key depressed take
specimens of impressions of characters H N K M 0
on the extreme left and right ends of Platen. Depress Keys lightly enough to secure a faint impression of characters. Determine if the full character
impression is printed (Neither light on tops or bottoms) just as the On-Feet Adjustment inspection is
made. If characters are complete and uniform on
both ends of Platen, the Platen is parallel.

A. Platen Parallel: If full and complete impression of the characters is obtained on left end of
Platen but tops or bottoms of characters on right
en d of Platen are light, the right end of the Platen
may be brought into parallel with the left end in
either of two ways.

( 1 ) Carriage Head Eccentric Adjusting Screw:
(left and right) provide for the parallel of either end
of the Platen, after loosening the two Carriage Head
Screws (one on either side of E cc. Adj. Screw) by
turning the Ecc. Adj. Screw to move that end of the
Platen forward or rearward. Tighten Carriage
Head Mounting Screws when adjustment is made.
(2) Right Hand Carriage End Plate Platen Rod
Bearing Eccentric, is positioned on the right end of
the C arriage and may be adjusted for Parallel. if the
Carriage H ead E ccentric Adjusting Screw adj ustment outlined in paragraph ( 1) above fails to bring
the right end of the Platen forward sufficiently. Adjustment is made, a fter loosening Eccentric Nut
Screw by turning Eccentric Nut to properly position the P laten. Tighten Eccentric S crew while
holding Eccentric Nut stationary. The left end of
Platen (Platen Rod Bearing) is not prov ided with
Eccentric adjustment.
( 3) If full and complete impression of the characters cannot be obtained on left and right end of
Platen, after determining that the Platen is concentric and is not inflated and that the On-Feet Adjustment Stop is properly positioned, it may be n ecessary to move the entire Carriage Assembly forward.
If so, refer to Par. 2A ( 4), Motion and Shift Mecha nism.

·I
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PAPER FEED

~APBR FEED: Remington Portable No. S Deluxe.
~. The Rear Feed Rollers, assembled on one rod,
fulcrum on the Rear Paper Feed Roll Frame which
pivots on the rear of the Carriage Hinge Plate (right
and left) while the Front Feed Rolls, assembled on
one rod, fulcrum on the Front Paper Feed Frame
which pivots on the front of the Carriage Hinge
Plate (right and left) The forward ends of the Rear
Feed Roll Frames (tongues) are positioned under
the . rear ends of the Front Feed Roll Frame
(tongues). The tongues of the Rear Feed Roller
Frames are covered and tensioned by the Rear
Spring Wire of the Paper Feed Spring Container
while the Front Spring Wire is positioned over the
tongues of the Front Feed Roller Frames. Pressure
(downward) of these Springs on the tongues of the
Feed Roll Frames is transmitted to the Feed Rollers.
Rear Feed Roll Frame is limited in its movement
toward the Platen by contact of the Frame with the
ush rear edge of the Square Shaped Cam of the
elease Lever Rod limiting on the Spring Container
lock Rear surface.

~

As the Paper Feed Release Lever is moved rearward the Square shaped Cam of the Release Lever
Rod is twisted, the top corner edge of the Cam contacting the body of the Rear Paper Feed Roll Frame
(which pivots on the rear of the Carriage Hinge
:{'lates, (right and left) pushing the Frame rearward
and causing the tongues of the Rear Frame to move
upward) , which movement is transmitted to the
tongues of the Front Feed Roll Frame, rocking the
Front Feed Roll Frame forward on its fulcrum on
the front of the Carriage Hinge Plates, thereby releasing pressure of both sets of Feed Rollers against
the Platen.

t·

ADJUSTMENTS:

Surface of Feed Rollers

~nd Platen should be cleansed with alcohol to insure

£riction before attempting adjustments. Feed Roller
Shafts should be free on their bearings and slightly
oiled.
A. FEED ROLLERS: Pressure of each of the
four Rear Feed Rollers against the Platen (and
LINE SPACE LEVER: REMINGTON No. S Deluxe Portable.
l. With the Platen locked to the movement of the
Ratchet as outlined in Chapter "Variable", movement of the Platen is controlled by the Line Space
Lever or the Platen Knob. The Line Space Adjuster position determines whether the spacing of the
Platen by the Line Space Lever will be single or
~ouble. As the Line Space Lever is moved to the
fight, the Line Space Spring Retainer Roller positioned between the two protrusions of the Line Space
Lever transmits the movement of the Lever to the
Line Sp.ace Pawl Carrying Arm, drawing the
Line Space Pawl rearward and moving the
Ratchet and Platen the set number of spaces.
When the "throw" is completed, the end of the Line
Space Pawl nearest the Paper Table (in which is
positioned a roller) will rest between two teeth of
the Ratchet as the Ratchet Detent Roller positions
Itself between two teeth of the Ratchet, this double
·
lock functioning as a limit.

Rear Feed Roll Frame against the face of the
Square Cam of the Paper Feed Release Rod) should
be uniform as should the tension of both ends of
the front and rear Spr~f!9 Wires. It will be noted
that the Front Spring Wire is slightly longer than
the Rear Spring Wire indicating greater Rear Feed
Roller Pressure than Front Feed Roller Pressure
(the longer the spring wire ·t he lighter the pressun: J.
It would be extremely difficult. if not impossible.
to tension both ends of each Spring Wire identically, therefore, any difference in pressure of any of
the four rear feed rollers against the Plate n must
be equalized by applying or relaxing pressure ot
the individual Feed Roller.
( I ) Rear Feed Roller: To adjust pressure of any
individual rear feed roller, form Rear F eed Roll Pressure Adjusting Lug next adjoining the Feed Rolle r
requiring a djustment forward tc, increase pressure;
rearward to decrease pressure. After adjusting . insert
four strips of tissue, between Rear Feed Rollers and
Platen, determining by friction pull that pressure is
uniform.
( 2) Front Feed Roller: To adjust pressure of any
individual front feed roller, form Ear of Support
Bracket of Feed Roll requiring adjustment forward
relaxes pressure on that feed roll but slightly increases
pressure of the other twin roller; rearward increases
pressure on that feed roll but slightly relaxes pressure of the other twin roller
B.. Paper Throat Opening: To open the throat,
enabling entry of a greater number of sheets of
paper, the Paper Feed Spring Container Block may
be moved rearward slightly by loosening Container
Block Screws (under Carriage Bedplate) which are
positioned in slots for adjustment, moving the Block
rearward to increase throat opening, forward to decrease throat opening.

C. Paper Deflector Table: The Paper Deflector
Table (front end) pivots on the Front Feed Roll
Frame Shaft and is held in position by the Deflector
Flat Spring located just forward of the right arm of
the Spring Container Block.
2. ADJUSTMENTS: Before attempting adjustments determine that the Line Space Pawl Carrier
is positioned properly on shoulder of left inside Car~
riage End Plate; that Line Space Lever, Lever Spring
Retainer and Pawl Carrying Arm are not binding
on their pivots and the Line Space Spring provides
sufficient tension to return the Line Space Lever
and Pawl Carrying arm to inactive position.
A. RATCHET DETENT: With the Line Space
Lever held in its furthest position (to the right) the
Ratchet Detent Roller should be positioned between
two teeth of the Ratchet. Adjust by loosening
Ratchet Detent Binding Screws and positioning detent, tightening screws when adjustment is made.
B. LINE SPACE PAWL: It should be determined that the Line Space Pawl is not deformed
and that there is no bind in its pivot on the Carrying Arm.

REMINGTON

PAPER FEED
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3.

LINE SPACE LEVER

DISASSEMBLE:

( 1 ) Line Space Lever may be disassembled by removing Line Space Lever Fulcrum Screw.
(2) Line Space Spring may be removed for replacement by removing Line Space Spring Retainer
Pivot Screw. The Retainer may be lifted off the
Spring a nd the Spring replaced.

( 3) Line Space Pawl Assembly may be removed,
by removing Platen and Ratchet. The assembly
may be moved off the left Carriage End Plat~
shoulder bearing.

4.

TO ASSEMBLE:
I<everse above instructions.

1o
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MARGIN STOPS AND LINE LOCKS:
ton No. 5 Deluxe Portable.

Reming~

l. MARGIN· STOPS: The Left Hand Margin
Stop controls the left margin by contact of the Margin Stop Stop Arm with the Carriage Stop. This
contact is firm, there is no movement of the Carriage
$top when contacted by the Marbin Stop.
LINE LOCK: The Right Hand Margin Stop
controls the right margin a nd bell ringing. A s the R.H.
Mar gin Stop Stud con tacts the stud of the Bell Ringer Arm the Bell Ringer pivots toward the left and
when the R.H. Margin Stop Stud releases (passes
by) the Bell Ringer Arm Stud, tension by the Bell
ljiin ger Lever Spring causes ringing of the Bell by
qle Bell Clapper. Continued movement of the C ar11iage to the left causes contact of the R.H. Margin
Stop Stud wi th the Line Lock Lever. As the Line
Lock Lever moves with the pressure of the Margin
Stop (to the left) its tail moves to the right exerting
pressure against the Line Lock Pull Wire Spring
drawing the Pull Wire and rear arm of the Line Lock
Bellcrank to the right as the front arm of the Line
Lock Bellcrank, through the Line Lock Pull Wire
draws the Line Lock Bail rearward positioning
t he blade of the Bail into Keylever engaging position
limiting downward movement of the Keylever thereby preventing typebars from contact with the Platen
or trip of the escapement.
1

MARGIN RELEASE: When the Margin Release Key is depressed, the Margin Release Lever
Connecting Link transmits this downward motion
to the Margin Release Connecting Arm and the
Margin Release Shaft, in which action the Margin
Release Arm of the Shaft moves upward contcicti~g and raising the Carriage Stop Bracket Arm
which causes the Carriage Stop to move downward
disengaging itself from contact of the R.H. Margin
Stop. As the Carriage Stop is released it moves to
the right clearing the R.H. Margin Stop and pressure of the Line Lock Lever Tail being thereby relaxed from the Line .Lock Pull Wire Spring, the
Line Lock Bail is freed returning to inactive posi~ion permitting unobstructed depression of the Keylevers and action of the escapement mechanism.

2.

ADJUSTMENTS:
A.

Margin Stops:

(I) Both Margin Stops must be free to slide
along the Margin Stop Bar and the spring of the
Stop must lock the stop in position. The Margin
Stops may be filed out (inside) to permit of a free
but snug fit. Tension of the Margin Stop Spring
may be increased, if necessary by forming.
( 2) Banking (Left Hand Margin): The Margin
Stop Bar is not adjustable (endw ise) to position the
Margin Stops for elimination of banking or Comingin. Adjustment is made by movement of the Escapement Rocker on its Pivots. For banking trouble the
Escapement Rocker should be moved slightly to the·
right (with machine on its back); for Coming inside
margin position, moved slightly to the left (with
machine on its back). Tighten Pivot Screw Lock
Nuts, when positioned properly being sure that the
Rocker is free on its Pivots with end shake reduced
to a minimum.
B. Line Lock: Before attempting adjulstments
determine that the Carriage Stop pivots out of engagement with Margin Stops when the Margin
Release Key is depressed and that Carriage Stop
Bracket Spring returns it to Stop engaging position
when the Margin Release Key is released. Determine that Line Lock Lever, Bell Ringer Arm, Line
Lock Bellcrank, Line Lock Bail, Margin Release
Lever Connecting Link and Margin Release Shaft
are free on their pivots with all springs connected
and providing proper tension.
( 1 ) Carriage Stop Bracket Arm should be formed·
at point indicated in drawing to position Carriage
Stop and Line Lock Lever centrally on R.H. Margin Stop Stud. After forming , test Left Hand Margin Stop to determine that position of the Carriage
Stop permits proper contact with that Stop. In the
even this adjustment does not position the Line Lock
Lever for proper contact with R.H. Margin Stop
Stud, the Line Lock Lever may be formed (at its
rear end ) to provide such contact. After adjusting determine that the Line Lock Lever operates
freely without binding on its pivot.

REMINGTON

RACK~

PINION AND STARWHEEL

( 2) Bell Ringer Arm should be positioned to contact the R.H. Margin Stop Stud centrally and may
be formed to provide proper contact. Check for
bind in Lever after forming.
(3) Margin Release Arm should just clear Carriage Stop Bracket. Adjust by forming rear end of
Margin Release Arm downward. Test after forming to insure that Margin releases properly.
( 4) Line Lock Pull Wire Adjusting Sleeve: The
Line Lock Bail should be drawn rearward into Keylever engaging position to stop depression of keylevers on the seventh stroke following bell Ringing.

RACK, PINION AND STARWHEEL: Remington No. 5 Portable.
1. It will be noted from the drawings and upon
examination of the machine that the Remington No.
5 Deluxe Portable does not utilize a Pinion and
Starwheel for its Escapement Action, the Stepping
Dog and Fixed Dog operating directly in the Rack
Teeth. When the escapement is tripped, the Stepping Dog moves downward through the Rack Teeth
while the Escapement Fixed Dog moves into Tooth
engaging position. Upon release of the Keylever
(or typebar) the Stepping Dog contacts the oncoming tooth while the Fixed Dog releases the previously held tooth.
This type of action necessitates that the Carriage
Rack be absolu tely parallel and level in its entire
length, otherwise there will be a difference in the
Trip (on the same typebar) at each end of the Carriage.

11

Adjust by loosening Line Lock Pull Wire Lock Nut
and positioning Line Lock Pull· Wire Adjusting
Sleeve (turn counter-clockwise if Keylevers are
locked prior to the seventh space; turn clockwise if
Keylevers are locked after the seventh space or do
not lock at all). Tighten Lock Nut when adjustment is made.
( 5) Line Lock Bail should be parallel with bottoms of hooks of Keylevers and true in its entire
length. Adjust by forming Bail, being careful not
to deform pivot arms or cause them to bind on their
pivots.

2. ADJUSTMENTS: Before attempting adjustments, determine by holding itypebar or bars to the
Platen whether the Escapement Trip is uniform at
both ends of the carriage. If trip is not uniform, the
Rack is not parallel and needs adjusting.
A. The Stepping Dog should engage the Rack
Teeth about two-thirds of the depth of the teeth
(as on Starwheel Teeth model machines), uniformly throughout length of Rack. Adjust by forming
Rack Adjusting Limits to the rear to increase depth
of mesh; to the front to decrease depth of mesh. Test
on both ends of the Carriage (by position of typebar at time of trip) to determine that the Rack is
parallel.
B. The Stepping Dog should be flush with the
bottom edge of the Rack teeth uniformly through
length of Rack. Adjust by loosening Rack Adj.
Screw, positioning the Rack from the left end uniformly level with the right end. Tighten Rack Adj.
Screw when adjustment is made.
'
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UNIVERSAL BAR:
No.5.

Remington Deluxe Portable

1. It is the function of the Universal Bar to trip the
Escapement Rocker (move the Stepping Dog off the
Rack Tooth) when contacted by the Keylever and
to actuate the Ribbon Feed and Ribbon Cover
through the Ribbon Feed Driving Arm, Escapement
Operating Arm and Ribbon Cover Operating Arm
attached to the U~Bar Frame. This mechanism is
classified as "Lower Universal Bar Escapement
Operating Mechanism" because it is motivated by
the Keylever on the "downstroke.. thereof.
Individual Teeth are provided in the front of the
Universal Bar for contact by their respective Key~
levers. for the purpose of providing individual Es~
capement Trip and Ribbon Cover.
As the Keylever is depressed, it contacts its re~
spective tooth of the Lower Universal Bar moving
the front end of the Universal Bar downward, while
the rear of the Universal Bar (Frame) rocks upward. The Trip Adjusting Screw (positioned on
the U~Bar Escapement Operating Arm) moves up~
ward conta!=ting the flat top of the Escapement
Operating Arm, which pivots the Escapement Rocker downward, moving the Stepping Dog from con~
tact with the Rack tooth. causing the Escapement
Trip.
2.

ADJUSTMENTS:

A. Position: The top of the teeth of the Univer~
sal Bar Blade should.be level, horizontally and parallel with the Keylevers and the teeth of the Universal
Bar should be formed to provide uniform escapement
trip on each typebar (and Keylever) when the type~
bar is held to the Platen with the fingers. The rear

arms of the Universal Bar should contact their
limits uniformly and the Universal Bar should be
free but snug on its pivots.
B.

Individual Trip:

(I) Where individual trip on any typebar is not
uniform with the balance of the typebar trip, the
tooth of the Universal Bar contacted by that Keylever should be formed upward to cause typebar to
trip farther away from Platen; downward to cause
typebar to trip nearer the Platen.

C.

Individual Ribbon Cover:

( I ) Where an individual typebar does not raise
the ribbon sufficiently to cover the type as on the
balance of the keylevers (after proper ribbon cover
adjustment) the tooth of the Lower Universal Bar
may be formed upward (slightly) to raise ribbon;
downward (slightly) to lower ribbon (to prevent
bleeding). It should be remembered that Individual
Trip will also be affected and as uniformity of es~
capement trip is protection against crowding or
piling, any individual Ribbon Cover forming of
U-Bar teeth should be reduced to a minimum.
D. Touch Adjustments: Touch Adjustment, to
increase tension on Keylevers at the discretion of the
operator, is provided by the Touch Adjuster Lever
through tensioning of the Touch Adjusting Spring.
which is attached to the front of the Universal Bar.
This mechanism provides for raising or lowering of
the Spring Lever which increases or decreases ten-

sion of the Touch Adjusting Spring.
(I) Determine that Touch Adjusting Spring is
properly connected and that Spring Lever fulcrums
freely on its pivot with Plate pivoting freely.

REMINGTON

SPACE BAR
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SPACE BAR: REMINGTON PORTABLE.
,1. Depression of the Space Bar causes the Space
Bar Operating Arm to move upward drawing with
it the Space Key Connecting Link which moves the
Escapement Operating Arm upward. The Escapement Rocker pivots the Escapement Operating Arm
upward and the Dogs (Stepping and Fixed) downward, disengaging the Stepping Dog from its position on the Rack tooth, thereby causing the escapement trip.

2. ADJUSTMENTS: Before attempting adjustments determine that the Space Shaft is free (with
end shake reduced to a minimum) .on its pivots and
that Escapement Trip has been properly adjusted.
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A. TRIP: The Space Trip should take place just
before contacting its Down Stop and there should
be approximately one-sixteenth inch downward
movement of the Space Bar after the trip has been
accomplished before the space bar limits uniformly
on its two Space Key Down-Stops. Adjust by forming Space Bar Operating Arm upward to secure
quicker trip; downward to delay trip.
B. Space Bar should be level and in normal position the top of the Space Bar should be positioned
about three-eighths inch below top of lower bank
of keys. Adjust by forming Space Bar Stops and
Space Bar Levers.
C. Space Bar Spring should be properly connected and provide sufficient tension to return Space
Bar to inactive position after depression.
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ESCAPEMENT ACTION: REMINGTON No.
5 Deluxe Portable.

1. The Escapement Action in the Remington Deluxe No. 5 Portable is motivated by the Lower
Universal Bar (when contacted by a Keylever). As
the Keylever is depressed the angle forming of the
Keylever contacts its tooth on the Lower Universal
Bar, moving the toothed blade of the Universal Bar
downward, while the rear extension of the Universal
Bar (upon which is positioned the Trip Adjusting
Screw) moves upward contacting the flat lip of the
Escapement Operating Arm. The Escapement Operating Arm (of which the Dog Rocker is an integral
part) pivots on the Dog Rocker Pivot. As the forward portion of the Operating Arm moves upward,
the rear portion (composed of the Escapement Stepping Dog (loose dog) and the Escapement Fixed
Dog) moves downward. In this action, the Stepping
Dog (loose dog) is moved off the Carriage Rack
Tooth permitting the carriage to mov e to the left,
while the Escapement Fixed Dog (operating as a
safety valve) moves in between the Rack Teeth to
limit the escapement to one space. When the Keylever is released, the Stepping Dog contacts the
oncoming Rack tooth, thereby holding the Carriage
until another Keylever Ol' the Space Bar is depressed.

1

It will be noted that this machine does not utilize
a Starwheel or Pinion, the Escapement Dogs operating directly in the Carriage Rack Teeth. When
the Carriage is moved to the right to start a new line
of writing, the Stepping Dog acts as a Wheel Pawl
permitting this movement of the Carriage. Viewing
the Escapement Rocker (top left drawing) it will be
seen that the angle of the Rack tooth rear contacts
the back (angle) of the Stepping Dog in sucP, a
manner as to permit the Stepping Dog to act as a
Pawl (move down under the pressure of the tooth).
The face of the Stepping Dog (like the face of a ll

Loose Dogs) is positioned flush, vertically, on the
face of the Rack Tooth.
This type of action with the Escapement Rocker
Dogs operating directly in the Rack Teeth necessitates that the Carriage Rack be absolutely parallel
with the Carriage frame throughout its entire length
if the trip is to b e uniform. (See Rack, Pinion and
Starwheel).
2. ADJUSTMENTS: Before attempting adjustments it should be determined that the Keylever,
Operating Arm (sub-lever), Typebar, Universal
Bar and Escapement Operating Arm are free on their
pivots with end shake reduced to a minimum.
A . Escapement Trip:
( I ) Masttt Trip Adjustments: Before attempting
a djustment determine that the Rack is parallel and
level for uniform positioning of the Stepping Dog on
the face of the Rack teeth at both ends of the Rack
(See Rack, Pinion and Starwheel). Move several
different typebars (across the keyboard) to the
Platen with the fingers, the escapement trip should
ta ke place when the type head is approximately onehalf inch from the platen. Adjustment of the Master
Trip is made, after loosening Trip Adjusting Screw
Lock Nut, by turning the Trip Adj. Screw clockwise
will cause trip to occur when typebar is farther away
from Platen, coun ter-clockwise will cause trip to
occur when typebar is near to Platen. Tighten Lock
Nut when adjustment has been made.
(2) Individual Trip Adjustment: When a single
typebar is out of uniform trip with the balance of
the Keyboard it may be brought into uniformity by
forming the tooth of the Lower Universal Bar contacted by that Keylever upward to cause trip to
occur when typebar is farther from the Platen; downward to cause trip to occur when typebar is nearer
to the Platen.

REMINGTON
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ESCAPEMENT ACTION

ESCAPEMENT ROCKER:

( 1 ) Removal and Replac~ment: Facing machine
from beneath, loosen Escapement Rocker Pivot
Screw Lock Nuts, left and right, until the Rocker
(Escapement Operating Arm Assembly) is free.
Disconnect Space Bar Link. The Assembly may be
maneuvered free to remove. See exploded view of
Escapement Bracket.
It will be noted that the Dog assembly (Stepping
and Fixed Dogs) are separated by a Dog Divider
which maintains proper clearance between the dogs
without adjustment.
(2) Stepping Dog: The Stepping Dog Spring
should have proper tension and be properly connected in order to maintain the Stepping Dog in
tooth engaging position.
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The Stepping Dog should be positioned fully
flush on the Rack Tooth face. Flush position of the
Stepping Dog on the Rack tooth is determined by
position of the Escapement Bracket on its pivots,
which should be adjusted (move pivot out on one
side and in on the other) to permit of this flush position. This flush position of the Stepping Dog on
the Rack tooth should be uniform throughout the
length of the Rack. (See Rack, Pinion and Starwheel). Bottom Edge of the Stepping Dog should
be flush with bottom edge of the Rack, uniformly
across Rack. (See Par. 2B, Rack, Pinion and Starwheel).
( 3) Operating Arm Spring must provide proper
tension to maintain the Rocker in Stepping Dog flush
position on rack tooth.

MECHANIC'S NOTES:
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RIBBON FEED

RIBBON FEED: Remington No. 5 Deluxe Portable.
1. The Ribbon Feed is motivated by the Lower
Universal Bar. As the front (teeth) of the Universal Bar moves downward under pressure of a depressed Keylever, the central shaft to which the
Ribbon F eed Driving Arm is attached is rocked upward, raising the Ribbon Feed Driving Arm whose
rear stud acts as a Fulcrum and a slide for the Ribbon Feeding Ratchet, w hich motivates the Ribbon
briving Pawl (which is enmesh with the Ribbon
Feed Ratchet). The Ribbon Feeding Ratchet is
motivated on the up-stroke of the Ribbon Feed
Driving Arm ( downstroke of the _Keylever) turning
the Ribbon Feeding Shaft and Ribbon Spool Shaft.
/\s pressure against the Universal Bar is released
by the Keylever, the Ribbon Feeding Ratchet is held
stationary by the Ratchet Retaining Pawl as the
Ribbon Driving Pawl rides over the teeth of the
Ribbon Feed Ratchet w ithout transmitting this backward motion to the Ratchet or the Ribbon Feed
phaft.
Ribbor. Reverse: When the ribbon unwinds from
a spool, the Ribbon Trailer Shift Lever on that
side (which trails the ribbon in and out of the
spool} enters inward to the spool hub positioning the Ribbon Trailer Shift Lever Pin into
position in the Ribbon Reverse Cam. The Cam
turns constantly in the same direction and as the
Ribbon Reverse Cam contacts the Ribbon Trailer
Shift Lever Pin, pressure of the pin on the Cam
edge forces the Cam to move outward, drawing the
Ribbon Feeding Shaft with it. The Ribbon Feed
phaft Pinion on the empty spool side is drawn into
mesh with the Ribbon Spool Driving Gear on the
empty spool side as the opposite Ribbon Feed Shaft
Pinion is moved out of engagement with the Ribbon
Spool Driving Gear on the full spool side. The Ribbon Feed Shaft Detent (under the left Ribbon Spool
Priving Gear) retains the Ribbon Feed Shaft in
this feeding position on side engaged until such
time as the reversing mechanism moves the Feed
Shaft in the opposite direction, there being only sufficient tension on the Detent Spring to retain the
phaft in this position without affecting the Revers~ng mechanism or movement of the Shaft under
pressure of the Ribbon Reverse Bracket Reversing
Pin.
2. ADJUSTMENTS: Before attempting Ribbon
Feed adjustments, it should be determined that the
F,achine is equipped with proper spools for the model
of machine and that the Ribbon is threaded prope rly off the ribbon Spools and through Ribbon
Guide.

A.

Ribbon Feed and Reverse:

( 1 ) Ribbon Reverse Bracket:
(a) The Ribbon Reverse Bracket Spring must be
connected and provide proper tension to perform
its function of holding the Ribbon Trailer Shift
Lever of the Reverse Bracket in contact with the
ribbon and the Reverse Pin position for contact with
the Ribbon Feed Shaft Reversing Cam when the
ribbon is unwound from the spool.

(b) The Ribbon Trailer Shift Lever Pin should
just clear the Ribbon Feed Shaft on the empty spool
side. (There should be two or three folds of ribbon
on Spool Hub). Adjustment is made by forming
Trailer Shift Lever Ribbon Contacting Arm.
(c) The Ribbon Trailer Shift Lever Ribbon Contacting Arm s hould enter ribbon spool centrally
without binding and the Bracket should pivot freely
on its fulcrum. The Contacting Arm may be formed
to centrally enter ribbon spool.
( 2) Ribbon Feed Shaft must be free on its bearings and be held in position by Ribbon Feed Shaft
Detent.
(a) Ribbon Feed Shaft Gears must mesh securely
in Ribbon Spool Shaft Gears without bottoming.
Adjustment is made by loosening Spool Shaft Gear
Binding Screw and positioning Gear properly.
( 3) Ribbon Driving Mechanism:
(a) Ribbon Driving Ratchet in both positions
(ribbon feeding on the left and the right hand spool)
must be contacted and backward motion prevented
by the Ratchet Retaining Pawl. The Ribbon Driving Ratchet Binding Screw is positioned on a ground
flat surface of the Ribbon Feeding Shaft and may
be adjusted (moved to the right or left} to provide
this contact with the Ratchet Retaining Pawl in both
positions.
(b) Ribbon Driving Pawl Spring must be connected and provide proper tension to hold the Driving Pawl engaged enmesh with the Ribbon Feed
Ratchet.
( c) Ribbon Holding Pawl must be held in poioition
by its spring to prevent backward motion of the
Ribbon Feed Ratchet, and Holding Pawl Spring
must be properly connected and provide proper tension.
( 4) Ribbon Reverse Detent: The Ribbon Reverse
Detent Spring must provide sufficient tension to
hold the Detent Lugs in position in the Shaft formed
Detent positions. Detent Spring may be formed to
provide this tension. It should be possible (by positioning Feeding Shaft in neutral position-lugs centered betwe·e n slots on Shaft) to turn either spool
by hand. As the Detent slot in the Shaft provides
a guide for positioning the Ribbon Feed Shaft Pin~
ions on the Shaft and for engagement with Ribbon
Spool Driving Gear, when holding Detent Spring to
position lugs fully in slots (in both left and right position of Shaft) the Feed Shaft positions should
mesh properly with Spool Driving Gears.
3.

TO DISASSEMBLE:

A. Ribbon Spool Driving Gear: Unscrew Ribbon
Spool Shaft (by turning counter~clockwise). Gear
may be removed.
B. Ribbon Feed Shaft Pinion: Loosen Ribbon
Feed Shaft Pinion on opposite end. Loosen Ribbon
Reverse Cam binding screw on end of shaft where
Feed Shaft Pinion is to be removed, removing Reverse Cam. Move. Feeding Shaft out direction op-

REMINGTON

RIBBON FEED

posite Pinion to be removed until Ribbon Feed Shaft
Pinion may be removed from Shaft and replaced.
Move Shaft back into position, guiding Driving
Pawl and Ratchet Mechanism on stud of Driving
Arm while positioning Holding Pawl for entry of
Ratchet into contact with the Pawl. Replace Ribbon
Reverse Cam. Test for proper position of new Feed
Shaft Pinion. before tightening. Test for proper
reverse.

MECHANIC'S NOTES:
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C. Ribbon Feed Ratchet Assembly: Remove
mechanism as outlined in paragraph 3B above.
Loosen Ribbon Feeding Ratchet Set Screw, sliding
assembly off Shaft as shaft is drawn in proper direction. The Ratchet Assembly Set Screw is positioned
on ground flat surface of the Shaft and Ratchet
should be positioned for proper contact with Holding Pawl in both positions of the Feeding Shaft
(feeding on left or right spool), when replaced.
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REMINGTON

RIBBON BICHROME

~IBBON COVER: Remington Portab1e.

1. The Ribbon Cover is actuated by the Lower
Universal Bar (when contacted and depressed by a
Keylever) causing the Ribbon Cover Operating
Arm to move upward, raising the Ribbon Color
Shift Rod. The Shift Rod is straddled by the Arms
of the Ribbon Carrier Driving Lever, movement of
the Shift Rod being thereby transmitted to the Ribbon Carrier, raising the ribbon.
The Ribbon Cover Shift Lever, positions the Shift
Rod for Red, Stencil or B.lack (see drawing) to be
governed by the movement of the Ribbon Carrier
Driving Lever which is motivated by the Ribbon
Cover operating Arm of the Lower Universal Bar. In
Bl.ack position the left lug of the Universal Bar Operating Arm contacts the Ribbon Cover Shift Wire
moving the Ribbon Carrier Driving Lever and th~
Ribbon Carrier into top Ribbon position. This movenl.ent is limited by contact of the Ribbon Color Shift
Y"ire on ~he Black Ribbon Stop. In Red Ribbon position the Right lug of the Universal Bar Operating Arm
c~ntacts the Ribbon Cover Shift Wire, moving the
Ribbon Carrier Driving Lever a nd the Ribbon Carr!er to its maximum upward movement, which positions the lower portion of the Ribbon covering the
type for wri ting in Lower or Red. Movement of the
~ibbon Color Shift Wire is limited by its engagen;ient :"'ith the Red Ri?bon ~top. In Sten~il position
t~e Ribbon C~lor Shift Wire formed U is so positio~ed that neither the left nor the right lug of the
Universal Bar Operating Arm contact the Wire,
resulting in no movement of the Wire or the Ribbon
Carrier Driving Lever in which case the Ribbon Carrier is not raised to cover the type.
2. ADJUSTMENTS: Before attempting adjustments, determine that the Universal Bar fits snugly
but freely. on its pivots and that the Universal Bar
Limit Arms are limiting on their Stops. Determine
~hat Ribbon Color Shift Lever is positioned centrally
m the Color Selector. Setting the Color Shift Lever
in the center (Stencil) position, facing the machine
from beneath, determine that with depression of a
keylever that (neither left nor right) Universal Bar
Ribbon Cove~ Ope~ating Arm ~u~s contact the Ribbon Color Shift Wire. The Dnvmg Carrier Return
Spring should be positioned properly and provide
proper tension to return the Ribbon Carrier Driving
~e_ver a nd Ribbon Color Shift Wire to inactive position when the Keylever is released.
A. Ribbon Position: W ith Universal Bar inactive (limiting uniformly on its right and left limit
s~ops, the top .of the Black Ribbon should be posiUoned even with the top of the Type Guide (about
three-sixteenths inch below Line Finder) . Adjustqient is made by forming Color Shift Wire Limit,
upward toward top of machine to raise; downward
to lower Ribbon Carrier and Ribbon.
B. Ribbon Throw: The Ribbon Carrier should
start upward movement immediately upon movement
of the Low er Universal Bar. Clearance between
the end of the Universal Bar Ribbon Cover operati~g Arm left Lug (Ribbon Color Shift Lever in Black
position) or right Lug (Ribbon Color Shift Lever in
Red position) should be approximately .005". This

clearance is essential to prevent these lugs from
fouling movement of the Ribbon Color Shift Wire
when Shift Lever is moved to its three positions.
With this clearance, movement of the Shift Lever
will not cause any vibration of the Ribbon Carrier.
Adjustment is made by forming Universal Bar Ribbon Cover Operating Arm (close to U-Bar) upward
or downward as may be necessary.
. ( 1) Ribbon Color Shift Wire should be positioned
accurately and held in that position by the Ribbon
Color Shift Lever. The Ribbon Color Shift Lever
~ay be formed for friction hold in its various positions. If the Shift Wire does not position properly
when Shift Lever set in Stencil Position, so that
neither the left nor the right Universal Bar Ribbon
Cover Operating Arms contact the Shift Wire, the
Fork of the Ribbon Color Shift Bellcrank should
be closed just enough to eliminate surplus play in
the Wire, but not so much as to cause a bind in the
movement of the Shift Lever and Wire to other
positions. The Shift Wire should be true, horizontally, from its position in the Shift Rod Bracket to
its position in the Jaws and through the slot of the
Ribbon Carrier Driving Lever, and should not be
formed for Ribbon Cover adjustments.

(2) Bleeding or Cutting Off: With ribbon position correct as indicated in Paragraph 2 above and
after checcking Ribbon Throw and Ribbon Color
Shift Wire, with Color Shift Lever set in Black position while typing with the diagonal / and underline - - - keys, there should be no bleeding of colors (when using a two color ribbon) . Adjustment
may be made for bleedin_g (to lower ribbon slightly)
by forming rear end of U-Bar Ribbon Cover Operating Arm downward slightly, or for cutting off by
forming upward slightly. After adjusting, ·Black
Ribbon Stop should be adjusted to limit movement
of Ribbon Cover Shift Wire by pressure of Universal Bar Ribbon Cover Operating Arm lugs.
With Color Shift Lever set in Red position, w hile
typing with the diagonal / and underline _ _ keys,
there should be no bleeding nor cutting off bottoms
of characters. Adjust by forming rear end of U,-Ba r
Ribbon Cover Operating Arm upward or downward
as may be necessary, adjusting Red Ribbon Stop.
Care should be taken while forming rear end of
U-Bar Operating Arm not to disturb that portion
of the rear end (lug) governing Black Ribbon.
Individual Key adjustment for bleeding or cutting
off: The teeth of the lower Universal Bar function
to provide individual escapement Trip and for raising the ribbon. Bearing this dual function of the
U-Ba r teeth, adjustment for overcoming bleeding
or cutting off by forming these teeth should be reduced to a minimum. Forming the tooth of the lower
U-Bar governed by the Keylever of the individual
letter or character, upward to raise ribbon, downward to lower ribbon. Check escapement trip a fter
a djusting.
(_3) R~bbon ~an7er should slide freely on Type
Gwde without bmdmg and should dear Line Finder
Frame. Carrier may be formed for proper fit and
clearance.
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TABULATOR (Self Starter): Remington Portable
No. 5 Deluxe.
1. Depression of the Self Starter Key, draws the
link forward pivoting the Bell Crank which in turn
positions the Tabulating Stepping Dog Slide Tooth
into engagement with the Rack, moving the Rack
out of Escapement Dog engagement as the Carriage
moves (under control of the Tabulator Stepping
Dog) for five spaces to the left in which position
the Carriage is locked until the Self Starter Key is
released at which time the Rack is returned to Escapement Dog control as the Tabulator Stepping
Dog Slide moves out of engagement with the Rack.
The Tabulator Stepping Dog Spring returns the
Tabulator Stepping Dog to the right when it is released from contact with the Carriage Rack.
2.. ADJUSTMENTS: Before attempting adjustments it s hould be determined that the Stepping Dog

Spring and the Slide Springs are
ed and provide proper tension.
determined that the Self Starter
Crank and Tabulator Operating
their pivots.

properly connectIt should also be
Key and the Bell
Arm are free on

A. Self Starter Link connection to Self Starter
Keylever is adjustable (after disconnecting) by un~
winding or turning in connection on the Link to
shorten or lengthen the Link for proper engagement
of the Tabulator Stepping Dog in the Rack Teeth
to provide the movement for disengaging the Rack
from the control of Escapement Dogs.
B. Self Starter Keylever Limits on the front
Comb which limit should be synchronized with the
adjustment of the Self Starter Link connection to
provide proper movement of the Tabulator Stepping
Dog and movement of the Rack out of Stepping Doi:1
Engagement position.

REMINGTON

BACK SPACER

1. Depression of the Black Space Key pivots the
Back Space Keylever Bracket through connection
of Back Space Keylever w ith its Bellcrank by the
Connecting Link. This pivoting movement of the
Bellcrank draws the Back Space Bellcrank Connect··
ing Link and the right arm of the Back Space Bellcrank forward which, in turn, moves the Back Space
Pawl Connecting Wire to the right, drawing the
Back Space Pawl Operating Arm to the right and
causing the Back Space Pawl to swing upward into
tooth engaging position. Completing the full depression of the Back Space Key moves the Carriage
to the right, the Escapement Fixed Dog, acting as
a pawl, permits the reverse carriage movement.

2. ADJUSTMENTS: Before attemoting adjustments determine that the Back Space Keylever, Keylever Bellcrank, Back Space Bellcrank and Back
Space Pawl Operating Arm are free on their pivots.
The Back Space Pawl should be pointing between
the two Rack teeth it is to enter upon depression of
the Back Space Key. This position may be secured
by movement of the Back Space Bracket (after
loosening two Bracket Binding Screws which are
positioned in slots in the Back Space Bracket for
adjusting purposes).
A. Back Space Pawl should clear Rack Teeth
by approximately one-thirty-second inch with Back
Space Keylever inactive. Back Space Pawl Connecting Wire has an adjustable (threaded) head on
its connection to the Back Space Pawl Operating
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Arm and may be adjusted ( unthreaded or threaded) to lengthen or shorten the wire. It should be
adjusted to permit the above clearance. If this adjustment is insufficient, Back Space Pawl Operating
Arm may be formed at point indicated in drawing
to provide this clearance.
It should be dete~·mined that Back Space Pawl enters between teeth of Rack properly without bottoming or slipping off. If the Back Space Pawl connecting wire is too short it will not permit the Pawl to
seat (inactively) .• nd if too long will not provide
proper mesh of Pawl with Rack teeth.
B. Underthrowing: (Failing to back space one
complete space). Back Space Pawl Connecting
Wire too long, Pawl binding or Pawl Spring disengaged or providing insufficient tension to return
Pawl to rest position. Back Space Keylever Stop
set too high to permit of full throw.
C . Overthrowing: .(Backing up more than one
space). Back Space Pawl Connecting Wire too
short, not permitting Pawl to seat in rest position.
Back Space Keylever Stop set too low permitting
Keylever to make too much throw.
3.

DISASSEMBLY:

A. Remove Back Space Binding Screws. Disconnect Back Space Pawl Connecting Wire from
Pawl Operating Arm. Remove assembly.
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I. The Typebars of the Remington No. 5 Portable
qre motivated by geared action of the Bellcrank
(sub-lever) and the Typebar teeth.
~·

TO REMOVE: Loosen Typebar Segment
lfulcrum Wire Stop Plate Screws, one on each end
of Segment. The Fulcrum Wire Stop Plate will
Rivot on this screw and may be mov~d down out of
engagement with Segment Fulcrum Wire.
With Carriage positioned to extreme right or left.
t1se a short Follow-up Wire, moving Segment wire

MECHANIC'S NOTES:

out until Typebar to be removed is reached by the
union of the two wires. Spread the wires slightly to
release typebar which may be moved rearward to
disengage from Sub-Lever teeth, up and out.
3. To Replace: Position top tooth of Sub-lever on
top of the top typebar tooth. Replace Typebar in
Segment slot. Push Segment T ypebar Fulcrum Rod
into contact with the Follow-up Wire, moving the
follow-up -wire out of the Segment. Replace Fulcrum
Wire Stop Plate, tighten Stop Plate Screws.

